COVID-19 Building Signage
Best practices and recommendations

Symptoms
**Recommended placement:**
Building entrances and common areas — including stairwells, hallways, meeting spaces and immediately outside classrooms.

Elevator Etiquette
**Recommended placement:**
Outside and inside all elevators.

Hand-washing
**Recommended placement:**
Restrooms and other hand-washing locations — break rooms, laboratories, etc.

Mask Up & Maintain 6 Feet of Distance

Social Distancing
**Recommended placement:**
Areas prone to congestion — outside classrooms, high-traffic hallways, waiting for elevators, etc.

Face Covering Required in This Area

Face Covering Required
**Recommended placement:**
Areas that require face coverings — labs, common labs, common seating areas, etc.
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Seat Unavailable
Recommended placement: Seating areas where chairs are not able to be moved, to allow proper distance between seats.

Directional Arrows
Recommended placement: Areas where directional traffic patterns have been identified to help with traffic flow.

Entry/Exit
Recommended placement: All entrances and exits of buildings. If double doors, designate one door for entry and one door for exit.

Room Occupancy
Recommended placement: Where an occupancy limit is established, post at room entrances and within rooms. Space assessments must be requested and verified before installing occupancy signs. Request form: go.unl.edu/space-assessment

Department and unit leadership may designate additional signage based on local needs. View all signage at go.unl.edu/f2f-graphics | Place an order for signage at printing.unl.edu